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Jupiter Images/Images.com/Getty Images The generator in the car charges the car battery and keeps the battery fully charged. As a battery ages it loses its charge. If you do not start a car for several days, you may find that the battery is dead or too weak to turn the engine around. Using a manual car battery charger is one way to charge the battery in these circumstances.
However, unlike automatic chargers, you need to keep an eye on the charger and disconnect it from the battery when the battery is fully charged. Turn the charger switch to the Off position. Place the battery charger near the front of the vehicle and near an electrical outlet. Connect the positive cable of the battery charger to the positive battery insert. The red positive cable on your
car connects to the positive battery post. The post office also has a + stamp on or near the record. The positive cable of the battery charger is usually red with a red clip. Clamp the negative cable of the battery charger to the car frame or engine block, away from the battery. This prevents sparks around the battery. Do not cut to fuel line, carburetor or sheet metal. The negative
cable must clamp to a tongue-track metal part of the engine block or frame. Turn the voltage switch to the voltage on your battery; either 6-volt or 12-volt. Insert the power cord into an electrical outlet and turn the power button on. Look at the charging meter on the battery charger. The meter has either a needle that rotates through a charging scale or a series of lights that glow
from red to green. When the needle reads a full charge or the indicator lights are green, turn off the charger's switch. Unplug the charger's power cord from the wall socket. Remove the negative cable of the charger from the vehicle and then the positive cable. Start the vehicle and put the battery charger away. nembri via eBay Anyone with a love of vintage Mopars knows the
1969 Dodge Charger is about as rare as it gets. If you can find one that hasn't crashed by the Duke brothers or cobbled together from mixed numbers of parts, then you're on to something special. So is the case with this stainless steel, original example that has appeared on eBay with seemingly all the deets to prove its worth. In other words, this seller knows what he has. The
seller says that everyone in the car is original, down to the body panels, and notes that the only real bodywork that has been made is a note to the floor that was probably made by a master metalworker. Under the hood, there's a massive 383-cubic-inch engine (it's 6.3 liters) paired with a Torqueflite three-speed automatic. That engine seems huge, but it was just a midrange offer in
the Charger line at the time. There were two other V8s, a 426 c.i. Hemi (7.0 liters) and a 440 c.i. (7.2 liters), above it in the hierarchy. nembri nembri nembri nembri nembri This charger got a new set of wheels with B.F. Goodrich Radial T/A tires and a long list of new parts before health forced him to put it in stock, where it has been for the past two years. So, we have a stainless
steel car with only 75,000 miles on the clock. Still, it's not quite perfect—at least as it sits. The seller says there are a couple of holes in the headliner and notes that it will at least need a new battery after parking for so long. There is also the black paint, which was sprayed on over the car's factory medium green color. So even if the numbers match around, a buyer would need to
pony up more money for a paint job to make it 100 percent factory accurate. There is no doubt that this car is rare. The auction still has about four days left at the time of this article, but only knows it will take more than its current high bid of $39,000 to take it home. Who knows what the reserve has been set for, but a previous eBay auction for the car ended at $40,000 and it wasn't
enough for the seller to part ways with it.h/t: AutoevolutionGot a tip? Send us a note: tips@thedrive.com MORE READING Some car problems can be attributed to a fault in the electrical system. To prevent unnecessarily complicated and costly wiring repairs, fuses offer a convenient way to regulate the maximum amount of power to an electronic device. Replacing a fuse is a
simple task and can restore your vehicles to operating condition. Under the Hood: Where is the fuse box for a 2005 Ford Escape? Main fuse panel The main fuse box for the 2005 Ford Escape is on the passenger side of the center console near the dashboard below the glove compartment. Remove the panel cover so that you can access the fuses. PowerDistribution boxThe
power distribution box, which holds the high current fuses, is located in the engine compartment on the right side. High-current fuses prevent the electrical systems from being overloaded. SafetyTo safely replace fuses, make sure the car's engine and power are switched off. When replacing high-current fuses, disconnect the battery before opening the panel to the power
distribution box. Use the list of fuse codes in your owner's manual, and the fuse puller tool in the main fuse panel to remove and replace fuses. Always replace the panel with the power distribution box before reconnecting the battery. Where's the fuse box on a Plymouth Breeze? Interior fuse boxes The fuseboxes associated with most of the interior circuits at Plymouth Breeze,
such as the power boxes and door locks, are located behind an access panel near the steering column. To access these fuses, open the driver's side door and gently pull the slot on the side of the bar panel facing the driver's door. The fuses are placed in a bleached, sun-brown casing. Power Distribution Center FusesThe Plymouth Breeze also has a fuse box placed under the
hood of the engine compartment. These fuses are part of the power distribution centre. They are placed within a plastic box adjacent to the positive battery pole. is labeled Fuse Access and can be opened by lifting the tab on the box drawer front of the vehicle. Replacing fuses at Plymouth BreezeOnly replace fuses with new rated to the specified current load (amps) as directed by
the manufacturer. Both fuse boxes in Plymouth Breeze contain diagrams of the fuse circuits and their corresponding power loads. In addition, the inner panel door holds spare fuses and a small tool that can be used to remove the old fuses. Where's the fuse box in a 1999 Harley Davidson Fatboy? Expert InsightThe Fat Boy does not have standard car fuses; it has circuit breakers.
Fred Collins, Seminole Harley-Davidson speed and adaptation expert, explained: The fuse/switch box on the 1999 H-D Fatboy houses four 15-amp circuit switches and a 30-amp switch for the voltage regulator. The fuse box of the 1999 Fat Boy, as with most motorcycles, is placed under the seat to protect it from the elements and prevent water from entering. After you remove the
seat, the fuse box behind the battery is visible near the back of the battery box. Fun FactThe five-speed 1999 Harley-Davidson Fat Boy has a 1,338-cubic-centimeter air-cooled engine - but has only a top speed of 94.4 mph. It can be attributed to the weight. Fat Boy weighs a hefty 672.4 pounds, including engine fluids and 4.20 gallons of fuel. 2020 Dodge Charger HIGHS Glorious
V-8 power, aggressive appearance, attainable price. DALAR Heavy curb weight, cheap interior materials, lack of four-wheel drive in V-8 trim. VERDICT An enticing mix of performance and practicality. OverviewThe 2020 Dodge Charger is the choice for buyers who want or need a full-size sedan but prefer not to compromise on performance or practicality. It is precisely these
qualities that have made the Charger lineup so successful over the years. In addition, the charger is the only vehicle in its segment with rear wheel drive and not one, but two, throaty V-8 engines. All models share an excellent eight-speed automatic transmission, but only the V-6 model can be had with any four-wheel drive. While the Charger lacks some of its competitors' richer
interior materials, it makes up for this flaw with a superb infotainment system and an engaging driving experience. Between its lively palette of color options and nostalgia-inspiring decals, the charger is an affordable performance proposition that's hard to resist. What's new for 2020? For 2020, Dodge's Widebody pack is now an option on the Scat Pack; widebody cars also get
unique front and rear bumper designs. The Scat Pack Charger with Widebody package comes standard with three-position adaptive Bilstein damper. Choosing the Widebody package also carries over the brakes and rotors from the Hellcat and 20- x 11 wheels wrapped with wider tires. Throughout the lineup, Dodge has added countless wheel options, with names like Devil's Rim
and Warp Speed, and Brass Monkey. Buyers who want to further customize the look of their Charger can choose Satin Black package covering the hood, ceiling, decklid, and spoiler. For those looking to spruce up the interior, Dodge now offers a Carbon and Suede package that adds real carbon fiber accents to the dashboard and console, as well as the addition of faux suede to
the headliner, visor, and front ceiling pillars. Rounding of changes for 2020 are three new color colors: Frostbite, Hellraisin, and Sinamon.Pricing and As One to Buy- SXT: $31,390-GT: $33,390-R/T: $37,890- Scat Pack: $41,490If it was our coin, we'd go with the Scat Pack: its mighty 6.4-liter V-8 produces 485 horsepower. Although it's a premium of about $4000 compared to
smaller R/T trims, it more than makes up for it in appearance and performance. Also, fuel economy is almost identical, so if you're not on a tight budget there would be no reason not to splurge for the Scat Pack. Our only additional options would be the Plus Group package which includes niceties such as leather and faux-suede seats, a power-adjustable steering column, blind spot
detection, heated rear seats, and extra interior lighting. Engine, transmission and performanceThe Charger channels its NASCAR roots with great V-8 power and rowdy sound. But not every Charger has a mighty Hemi V-8 under the hood—what a pity—but they all make parts an excellent eight-speed automatic transmission and standard rear-wheel drive. However, the V-6 is quite
subdued but adds to the availability of four-wheel drive. Dodge doesn't build a Charger with a manual transmission, but it would be so much cooler if it did. The standard V-6 is no slouch, but it lacks the giddy-up of front-drivers like the Nissan Maxima and Buick LaCrosse. The more powerful versions stand out on the strip, where the 485-hp Charger R/T Scat Pack posted an
impressive 4.1-second sprint to 60 mph. The 370-hp Charger has enough ponies to outrun most family sedans. The bright (Green Go) Charger we paraded around the city had a quiet and composed ride. Its large 20-inch wheels were relaxed on most surfaces, but obstacles such as railway crossings and pits disturbed its tranquility. The large able-bodied sedan was remarkably
balanced when cornering as well. Although the V-6 version we tested had almost identical cornering grips, Daytona's hefty horsepower advantage amplified the fun. The electrically supported power steering contributes to the Charger's purposeful control, but its feedback is too heavy and slow to be engaging. We've tested several Chargers for emergency braking, and the best
results came from high-performance models with upgraded brakes and sticky summer performance tires. Fuel economy and Real-World MPGThe Charger is a large, heavy car with a healthy appetite for fuel. Although it has below-average EPA estimates in the city, it has fairly competitive highway ratings. We haven't tested the V-6 version or the 485-hp V-8 on our highway fuel-
economy loop, but the 5.7-liter V-8 engine exceeded its 25-mpg estimate by 1 mpg. Comfort, and CargoThe CargoThe interior is very functional yet the opposite of luxurious, with more rubberized materials than the set of an adult film. Apart from excellent rear seat legroom, its passenger space is slightly below average. The cabin's simplified design is classic muscle car, but the
options are plentiful. Although its tribal volume is similar to most rivals, the Chargers could fit an extra carry-on box than their rivals. It held 18 total with the back seat stowed, hitting the Maxima and fastback-hatchback Kia Stinger by three. Its center console has plenty of space for small objects and a seat alongside the gear shift that is perfect for storing your
smartphone.Infotainment and ConnectivityEvery Challenger have a version of the excellent Uconnect infotainment system. That means standard Apple CarPlay and Android Auto as part of a 7.0-inch or 8.4-inch touchscreen. Although the system we tested produced good response times, some optional controls can only be accessed via the touch screen; a Wi-Fi hotspot is also not
available. Safety and driver assistance featuresThe modern charger features a variety of optional high-tech assists, including adaptive cruise control and automated emergency braking. However, these features cost extra, and basic models are excluded from the most advanced driver assistance options. The charger earned a five-star crash-test rating from the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), but its score from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) was average. Key safety features include:- Available blind spot monitoring and rear cross-traffic alert- Available lane-departure warning and lane-keeping assist- Available forward-collision warningWarranty and maintenance CoverageThe charger has an average warranty that
lacks free scheduled maintenance.- Limited warranty covers 3 years or 36,000 miles- Powertrain warranty covers 5 years or 60,000 miles- No free scheduled maintenance
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